Intrapreneurship

HortiHeroes
Academy

In this action-oriented
development program ambitious
professionals will gain the
entrepreneurial skills and tools to
change their organizations from
within, while reaching their full
innovative potential.
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The Result
A motivated innovator who brings substantial change within the
organization using a refreshing approach while reaching their
full potential.

Eligible for participation are
professionals who:
1.

Work in or for the Food & Flower Industry;

2.

Have a thinking and working level of at least University of Applied Science;

3.

Understand that innovation is not a department. They like to explore and work
beyond their specialism. Whether that is Marketing, Sales, Production, IT 		
or Finance;

4.

Have a strong motivation to contribute to change and innovation within
their company;

“

5.

Often see opportunities and possibilities to do things differently and better;

6.

Want to grow personally and professionally.

It was a very cool experience to learn so
much together in a group of participants
from different leading companies. The
program provided the right tools and
mindset for start-ups and innovation in a
short amount of time and I gained a
huge network.”

Co-Anne van Waaij | Klasmann-Deilmann
HortiHero - Class of 2019
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Participants will be taught the start-up tools, skills
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and mindset by a training curriculum as well as
by starting and developing an actual start-up. The
gained knowledge and experience is then deployed
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edition is in March 2022
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and change management are key. In addition, the
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participants broaden their networks inside and
outside the Food & Flower industry and gain new
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insights and inspiration from other industries. The

year and is structured
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as follows:

peers, mentors and experienced entrepreneurs
contribute to their innovative strength and that of
their employers.

PHase 2

Phase 3

inspire

train

act

Pitching & choosing
industry challenges

Start & develop startup

Forming & building
startup teams

HERO DAY

Phase 1

Startup tools, skills &
mindset
Network building

First startup skills

bootcamp

weekly sessions

Innovation project
Deploy gained startup
knowledge & experience
Change management

monthly sessions

The program kicks off with a 3.5 day-bootcamp

successfully start and implement an internal innovation

(Inspire) . In the 3 months thereafter (train) we meet

project. HortiHeroes offers monthly training sessions,

on Thursdays from 12h to 20h each week for a training

online progress meetings and individual coaching

day. The last 9 months of the program (act) are used to

during this 3rd phase of the program.

Time investment
In the first 3 months: 8 to 12 hours per week (of which 4 hours private time). In the
last 9 months: depending on the size of the project. HortiHeroes offers support for
approximately 6 hours per month during this period.

Investment
The investment in the program is €10,000 for each participant (HortiHeroes partners
receive a 25% discount). This amount includes all (20+) training days incl. lunches,
drinks and dinners, contact with participants, managers and stakeholders, overnight
stays and accommodation, fieldtrips, personal coaching, materials and extra
meetings for managers.
Mail raffi@hortiheroes.com for more information and/or to receive the
registration form.

“

This program has brought me the
inspiration, energy and tools to drive
innovation within the sector and the
company. I expect this experience and
the network built up to remain relevant
throughout my career.”

Harro de Moor | Rijk Zwaan
HortiHero - Class of 2020

FOUNDING
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